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~im(rT+e) "[f f(x)g(F~°)(x))d~*-Ifdf* I gd~*] =O- 
(ii) Assume that ~ < 0. Then there exists an attractive periodic orbit. 
Theorem 2 (asymptotic behavior near the critical points). (i) fl-transformations with 
its slope A J, 1: the correlation decreases approximately in the order exp{-l(Tr/log N) 2} 
with the modulation frequency approximately N, where 
N = min{n/> 1: F(")(1) ~ (l/A, 1)}. 
(ii) Unimodal inear transformations with its slope A ~x/2: the correlation decreases 
approximately in the order 2A-2 with the modulation frequency 2. 
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Let (Xk)k~-, be a stationary sequence of random variables, and set Mn: = 
maxk~<, Xk. If 
(M. -b . ) /a .  -->d Y (1) 
for some choice of reals a. > O, b~, then the distribution of Y is called a stationary 
extremal limit law. We want to characterize the class of all such laws. 
If Y is a limit in (1), then there is an increasing function ¢b on the range of Y, 
a composition of 
x-+x--c,  
X -'-)" eX~ 
x-+- l /x  (x < 0), 
x- - ,x  ~ (x, ~ >0) ,  
such that also ~b(Y) is a limit in (1), but now with 
b, = O, a,, = nL(n), L slowly varying. (2) 
The latter limit laws are concentrated on [0, o0], and absolutely continuous on (0, o0) 
with density f such that x2f(x) increases with x. More specifically, 1 /Y  is distributed 
as a waiting time W of a stationary random closed Lebesgue null set A of R: 
W:= inf(A m (0, oc)). 
The class of stationary random closed null sets A whose reciprocal waiting times 
